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As the housing market heats to a boiling point, so does people’s interest in real estate investing—and that means a proliferation of seminars that promise to teach you how to get
filthy, stinking rich by flipping properties. And yeah, some of these instructional workshops can indeed offer skills and insight to help you navigate the crazy, tightrope-walk of real
estate investing.
But let’s get real: Far too many of these seminars are a waste of valuable time, oxygen, and (most important) money. Some of them are all-out scams.
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So how do you separate the helpful from the hype? Keep an eye out for these red flags that a self-professed real estate “guru” may not be all that. For starters, who the hell calls
himself a “guru,” anyway? Aside from that, here are some less obvious warning bells.

They flaunt a celebrity connection
From Donald Trump (whose now defunct Trump University has drawn governmental scrutiny) to a slew of HGTV stars, there’s no shortage of real estate celebrities attaching their
names to investment seminars. Don’t get starstruck!
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In most cases, the celebs don’t make personal appearances at the events, and their involvement is often minimal. More important than a celebrity endorsement is a referral by
folks who’ve been through the workshop and can vouch for its usefulness.
“Ask for the names of two or three people in your county who can talk about how they’ve used the advice in your local market,” says Ed Magedson
(http://www.edmagedson.com/who-is-ed/), founder and editor of RipoffReport (http://www.ripoffreport.com/).
And just in case they’re friends of said guru faking rave reviews, ask them what properties they’ve bought and, if possible, cross-reference to make sure they’re legit.

They promise you’ll ‘get rich quick’
Real estate is a (relatively) long-term game that comes with a lot of risk and often requires a significant financial investment. Those who are most successful are experienced pros
who put in long hours. So know this: Learning the ropes is generally not quick or easy.
You should avoid anyone with a whiff of “get rich quick” in his sales pitch, as well as “no down, low down” buying strategies.
Also beware of any course in which the material seems to skirt practical advice and veer more toward hackneyed motivational mantras. “Anyone can do it if they believe in
themselves?” Uh, yeah right.

They don’t pass a basic background check
Before signing up for a seminar, do some due diligence and Google the company or people who’ll be running the seminar. Please.
You’re looking for someone with demonstrable success making money from real estate—not just seminars.Then check sites such as Scams Galore (http://scamsgalore.com/) and
ConsumerAffairs (http://www.consumeraffairs.com/) to see if the company has good (or bad) reviews.
A few negative write-ups are OK, but if they outnumber the positive ones or all the criticism focuses on the same flaw in the program, take note.

There’s no money-back guarantee
The most reputable programs will offer a money-back guarantee to consumers who are unsatisfied with the services they received. Once you see that a company offers such a
guarantee, check the Better Business Bureau (https://www.bbb.org/) to see whether consumers complain that the company hasn’t followed through on that promise.

They’re focused on the upsell
If you do sign up for an introductory course because it’s free and only an hour long, beware of instructors who spend that hour talking up the merits of their advanced course—
which costs a whole lot more. If they’re really shady, they’ll try to get you to sign up and pay for the next class before leaving the first one.

“Don’t be pressured into signing something on the spot,” says Katherine Hutton (https://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?
id=ADEAAABg4HEBCC1GD9B0gqJJO4eArftL6b_sACg&authType=NAME_SEARCH&authToken=HLUH&locale=en_US&srchid=16211181450415377427&srchindex=1&srchtotal=17&trk=vsrp_p
of the Better Business Bureau. “If it’s that good of a deal, it will be there tomorrow.”

Beth Braverman, an award-winning journalist and content producer, covers real estate, personal finance, and
careers. When she's not writing, she tries to find time between yard work and paying bills to experience the joys of
being a new homeowner.
Follow @bethbrav (http://twitter.com/bethbrav)
View Beth's Stories » (http://www.realtor.com/author/beth-braverman/)
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